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GENERAL

Byrd Station: Telephone lines have been completed between the science
building, radio noise building, VIZ building, ionosphere building, and the
aurora tower. All members of the station have participated in setting up
equipment and completing work on the building interiors.

Hallett Station: A new timing system for the physical science programs
has been constructed and is now being tested. This will control time pulses
and standard frequency supplies. Other constructibnal improvements are being
made to the science building,

McMurdo Station: The sea ice has now thickened to 30 ine in areas of
vehicle traffic. Both RN 50 Nodwells were in use the entire month, the old
RN 50 serving as a standby. The Polecat was used on the sea ice for daily
trips to the marine biology collecting station.

The remodeling project in the USARP warehouse proceeded well and the
second deck is nearing completion. Inventories of field equipment and Sno..
cat spare parts are being taken.

The north end of the biological laboratory was prepared for painting
and floor repairs. Tanks for photomacrography of planktonic fauna have been
built, optical equipment cleaned, and the plastic aquaria repaired and at..
tached to the cooling system.

South Pole Station: During the month a satellite was sighted overhead
and a spectacular aurora coronal display occurred. Refitting of the sta-
tion interior continued with the science building receiving special atten-
tion.

Wilkes Station: Changeable weather characterized the month, and in-
cluded a new record April low temperature of -.260F (-.32009

BIOLOGY

Ellsworth Station (February) (Argentine Program): Five plates with
Czapek.Dox were exposed, and three of them showed positive results.

The following birds were observed: Thalassoica antarctia (ant-
arctic petrel), 57; Pagodroiu.a nivea (snow petrel), 27; Catharacta 12, (skua),
12; penguins (unidentified species), 3; all of the birds were flying toward
the west.
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Twenty-seven Qrcinus oi'g (killer whale) were seen.

MeM'doStptipn:

University of California,Berkeley - One trip to the moraine
of the Walcott Glacier was made for niicrometozoan specimen collections.

Three species of tardigrade fauna have been positively identi-
fied and two more probably established. Most species are of the genus
ibosibius; one example of the genus Macrobiotus was found among the mosses
from Taylor Valley. Laboratory work continues on their identification and
cultivation.

Stanford University - Three fish houses have been established on
new sea ice: one off the tip of Cape Armitage over 20 in water; the second
in 270 in water, and the third in 500 in water near the edge of the barrier
ski-way. Traps have been set for shallow and deep water catches for com-
parison with Trematomup bernacchii.

GLACIOLOGY

EUswor Station (February) (Argentine Program): The mean sub-
surface temperatures during February as measured by thermohms were as fol-
lows:

Depth
	

Teerature

	

23	cm	-17.1 OC

	

68	-14.6

	

118	-14.9

	

188	-16.4

	

268	-18.0

	

368
	

-.19.3

	

468	-21.9

	

668	-23.6

	

1068	-24.6

	

1868	-25.0

A revolving metallic dome has been built for use in the determination of the
position of the station by astronomic observations.



The average net change of the snow surface during February, as measured
on 48 stakes, was +1.3 cm.

South Pole Station:

U.S.. Weather Buiwan Collection of data on density of snow, pre-
cipitation chemistry and snow accumulation amounts continued on a fort-
nightly schedule.

Wilkes Station (Australian Pro gram): Temperatures were obtained in
the 180-foot borehole at the airstrip. At 5-2 site accumulation stakes were
read and deformation measurements taken in the 120-foot pit but attempts to
re-measure the surface strain grid were abandoned after a long and futile
search for the stakes.

METEOROLOGY

U.S. Weather Bureau personnel are stationed at Byrd, Hallett, Pole,
Ellsworth and Wilkes Stations. At Wilkes and Ellsworth they are assisted
by Australian and Argentine personnel, respectively. U.S. Navy aerological
personnel take the upper air observations at Hallett and McMurdo Stations.

Byrd Station: The average height of 52 radiosondes flown in the month
was i, Z Ol'. in. In addition, 7 radiosondes reached an average height of
28,691 in. The orientation of the inflation building seems to produce strong
eddies in winds over 20 knots, which make successful balloon launches dif -
ficult. The numbers of 1200 gram balloons and the amount of ammonia used is so
high that the observers are now making only one release in winds over 30 knots.

Air temperature measurements using thermohms are now being obsered at
50 9 100 9 200, and 400 cm above the snow surface. It is not planned to take
snow temperatures this winter.

Snow transport measurements were made routinely. Comparison of the
Cyclone, French and Shimizu types of collectors will be made • The Mellor low
level collector is now used at 6.5 cm and the Williams at 3 cm. Comparison
indicated that the Williams collected 7.5 per cent more snow. Operation of
the anemometer at 3 cm has proven unsatisfactory, though good results are
obtained at 6. and 12.5 cm.

Hallett Station: The average height of 51 radiosondes was 26 9 804 a;
6 radiometersondes averaged 25,903 in.
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Three ozone sondes were released, one of which was used to measure
pump temperature. Average height obtained by the remaining two was 29,981 a.
In the surface ozone program, four umkehr determinations were made during
the month, two on both C and D wave lengths and two on D alone. Since
April 21, the Dobson ozone program has been limited to full moon observations.
The photoizultiplier tube of the Regener chemiluminescent recorder was re.
placed in an unsuccessful attempt to increase the gain of the instrument.

McMurdo Station:

Texas Western Coleze - The second and third meteorological rocket
firings of this program took place on April 13 and 27o The rocket of April
13th misfired, the entire fuel being spent before the rocket left the launcher9
and the rocket impact occurred only fifty yards from the launcher, The cause
of malfunctioning has not been determined. The rocket of April 27th was suc-
cessfully launched, with estimated maximum altitude above 200,000 feet. The
GMD set at the remote site tracked the rocket from launch to apogee and sep-
aration, about 112 seconds, then for 26 minutes when signal faded, possibly
from battery failure. Tracking with the McMurdo 11, GMD was obtained for only
about a minute after apogee,

South -Pole Station: The altitude the radiosonde balloons reached before
busting was more than 3 kms higher than any previous April, due largely to
the excellent performance of the 1200 gm balloons, The Baker Hydroneal gen-
erator functioned well though there were problems of building heating during
periods of high winds and low temperatures. A regulated frequency power supply
was connected to the meteorological office electric clock so that better timing
could be maintained.

The surface ozone recorders operated without major interruptions during
the month though differences exist between ozone values measured by the two
types of instruments. Calibration of the Dobson spectrophotometer was nearly
completed and new working tables prepared for the next period of moon observa-
tions. About kO moon observations were made during the month of April. The
spectrophotometer is in good repair after a complete overhaul and exhibits sat.- -
isfactory sensitivity.

A second successful ozonesonde was released during the month, and in-
dicated a maximum ozone intensity considerably below the standard assumed
height of 22 ions,

The carbon dioxide analyzer operated well but the infrared hygrometer
is still not in operation. Several radiation balance checks were taken with
good results. All scheduled radiometersondes were released and the flights



completed satisfactorily. In the NRL program, unusual wind conditions brought
large amounts of soot to the air intake, repeatedly clogging its filter.
Trouble was partially eliminated by shutting off one of the scfnce building
heaters that was the major source of trouble.

Wilkes Station: Record heights were attained with a total of 51 radio-
sondes averaging 28 9 059 m; 4 radiometersondee reached 20 ,736 a t The radia-
tion program was suspended from the 10th to the 20th because of low voltage
in the power line. This was remedied by installation of a new power cable.
Snow surface temperature thermocouples were installed and are now recording.

STATION SEISMOLOGY

Byrd Station: The long period seismographs are undergoing some settling
and adjusting at the new Byrd site, requiring considerable attention and re-
leveling. However, seismic noise level appears to be less than at the old
Byrd Station.

Hallett Station: Seven probabl,e earthquakes were recorded. The micro-
seismic level was low and the record generally quiet, although high noise
levels occurred centered on the following periods (GMT): 4th of April at
0600; 6th at 1000; 7th at 0100, 0600, 0900, 1200; 9th at 0700; 10th at
1000; 12th at 0200; 22nd at 0800; 26th at 0800; 28th at 0600.

South Poie Station; One hundred fifty-five earthquake phases were re-
ported during the month. Operation of the vertical componeit seismometers
was normal. Five days of horizontal recordings were lost because of a burned
out motor and a faulty shaft on the Sprengflither recorder.

Wilkes Station: Twenty-four earthquakes were recorded, and six of these
reported.

UPPER ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS

Byrd Station:

Aurora, Arctic Institute _of North Airica - The all-sky camera had
to be taken apart on two occasions,. once to fix the governor, and once to
tighten the mainspring. Installation of an additional 250-Watt heater in
the all-sky camera provided enough heat to maintain the camera temperature at
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1 00F. There were some troubles with spectroscope focusing which were cor-
rected by adjusting the main programming cam.

The photometer and geomagnetic micropulsation programs operated
satisfactorily. Aurora mioropulsations have often been of the same fre-
quency as geomagnetic pulsations. A line has been laid from the VLF area
to the aurora tower to carry these magnetic micropulsation signals. The
narrow beam photometer program has also been started.

Personnel from the aurora satellite station which was abandoned
last month are engaged .n special activities at the Byrd Station. An elec-
tric field program and a zenith-pointing interferometer were put into op-
eration. The first iierferometer exposures of 4..5 hours' duration with a
moderate aurora present showed one set of very taint rings, which were not
of equal density around the entire circleo A recent 10-hour exposure showed
only one set of moderately dense but uneven rings.

Geonetism. Coast and Geodetic Surve y .. Construction of the
magnetic buildings was completed April 23rd, and settling of the pier is de-
creasing. Due to construction, only eight sets of absolute values were ob-

tained.

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau o! Standards - The C..3
sounder resumed operation on April let. During the month hourly values
for f0F2 were recorded 30 per cent of the time. Blackout accounted for 25
per cent of the values blanketed and spread echoes obscured 35 per cent of

the values. Nine per cent of the possible values were lost because of
equipment failure0 The maximum medium value for f 0F2 was 5.2 mc at 1200

and the minimum was 25 mc at 0600 local time. Critical frequencies de-
creased steadily during the whole month, and near the end of the month
values below 2 mc were COflUflOflo High absorption was observed on the 27th,
28th, and 29th. Sporadic E increased from the beginning to the end of the
month with the A and R-types being predominate. The C..3 site at the new

Byrd Station is much quieter than the old station, and communications equip-
ment does not interfere with the C..30 C=.3 interference with base facilities
however is still a serious problem0

Radio Noise • National Bureau of Standards - Construction of the
radio noise antenna was completed and a filtered cable laid between the
radio noise site and the station for telephone, WWV monitor, and remote
power-monitoring circuits, Although the noise recorder filaments have been
turned on, the system will not be operational until a new calibration unit
is built to replace the one that was destroyed in the move to the new sta-
tion. Shelves, cabinets, and work bench have been completed and an oil..
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burning stove installed to maintain above-freezing temperature in the
building. Wiring of the recorder room was progressing and the equipment
was expected to be in operation within two weeks.

VLF and ELF. Stanford University - Several strong hiss bursts
have occurred during the month, some lasting several hours. These burets
coincided with aurora and magnetic activity and usually took place be-
tween 0000 and 0800 (GMT).

Whistler and chorus activity were sporadic. A perio4' of high
absorption, indicated by the ionosonde as a blackout, occurred late in
the month with the strength of choruses decreasing and .NAA signals be.
coning weaker than normal.

Pacific Naval Laboratory inicropulsation data is now being tele.
metered to the aurora tower for correlation with photometer data.

Ellsworth - Station (February):

Aurora. Arctic Institute of North America The all-sky camera
and patrol spectrograph were checked and overhauled in preparation for
the winter aurora program.

Cosmic Rays University of California (Argentine observer) -
Several equipment problems occurred during the month that caused loss of
recordings. Major losses occurred on the 3rd from 0000 to 2205 GMT, 7th
from 1300 to 2210 GMT and on the 12th from 1611 to 2135 GMT. However, all
operations were normal at the and of the month.

GeomaEnetism (Argentine Droram) - An attempt is being made to
install a magnetograph in a Jamesway hut 100 z northwest of the station.
Though only qualitative results from this program are expected, much useful
information is expected for correlation with the upper atmospheric physics
programs.

observer) - Soundings were lost on the 12th from 1730-183O GMT by failure
of a relay. Interpretation of the January ionograms has started.

VLF. Dartmouth Collme (Arentine observer) - The recording
quality has been improved by changing the phase of the feeding line of the
antenna amplifier, and modifying the feeding source of the tone oscillator.
Equipment and power failures caused a loss of about 38 hours of records dur-
ing the month.
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Hallett Station:

Aurora. Arctic Institute of North America Auroral photography
with the all-sky camera was very successful and aurora were recorded almost
every night. Less than 10 per cent of the possible recording periods were
lost due to snow and high wind, Clearest pictures were obtained with a
focal length of 40.5 inches. Banded aurora activity often appeared before
twilight following several hours of relatively stationary arcs to the north.

The infrared spectrograph was cleaned, and a new timer control
unit built. The airglow photometer, recording at the 3914, 5300, 5577 and
6300 1 lines, was operated on 13 nights. Frequent changes of sensitivity
were necessary at the beginning of the month due to the high aurora]. activ-
ity. The Schmidt camera of the visual spectrograph was overhauled on the
20th. Some difficulties believed due to static electricity are being in-
vestigated. During the active periods of early April the 3914 9 43789 55779
6300 and 6364 1 lines were recorded.

Cosmic avs. Ujiversjty pf Mary1an4 rctic Institute of North
America observer) - The operation of the neutron monitor was normal except
for occasional power failures. Some difficulties were experienced in mod-
ifications to the scintillation counter which are not as yet completed. No
unusual cosmic ray events were recorded.

Earth Currents (New Zealand prQraid - The sea ice is now thick
enough to allow installations of electrodes at the old site. The system
is expected to be in operation shortly. Due to damage to a galvanometer,
plans for more rapid recording of the earth current activity have been post-
poned.

Geomagnetisut. Coast and Geodetic Survey (New Zealand observers) -
Operations during the month were routine * Some magnetic disturbances oc-
curred which correlated well with activity in other programs.

Ionpsherjc Absorption, Arctic Institute	North America -
Periods of high ionospheric absorption occurred at 0620 and 1220 GMT on
the 7th and 0655 and 1550 GMT on the 9th, coinciding with magnetic dis-
turbances. At 0820 and 0920 GMT on the 26th absorption occurred during
auroral displays. Interference from the radio transmitters is still oc-
curring. The riometer was shut off from the 19th to the 21st for a com-
plete overhaul.

Ionospheric Soundings • National Bureau of Standards (New Zealand
observers) - The ionosphere activity was relatively low during the month.
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Good records were obtained during the Spcia1 World Interval between the 21st
and 23rd. Forty-hours' records were lost due to overexposure and a faulty
camera magazine, and sixteen hours were lost because of a program clock nial-
function.

The mean F2 critical frequency for the month was 5 - 3  mc, the high-
est and lowest daily means being 697 and 3.6 me, respectively. F2 region
spread was present on 99 per cent of the hours, and F1 region for 35.5 per
cent though very few full weight criticala were possible. F-min scaled be-
low 1 me on 12.5 per cent of the ecaleable hours. The most common types of
sporad4.c in order of their frequency of occurrence were the C, L, F, and A
types.

VLF. Stanford University (New Zealand observer) - The program op-
erated with little trouble during the month. An intense hiss was recorded
on several days during mid-day hours with no correlation with other iono-
spheric events apparent.

McMurdo Station:

Conic Rays, Bartol Research Foundation - The second meson
telescope located a little over a kilometer east of the nuclear power plant
and on the opposite side of Observatory Hill is now in Lull operation. Its
counting rate is 5 per cent higher than the old unit near the reactor site.
The reactor is not as yet in operation, but it is expected to start up in May.

Ionospheric Absorption, Douglas Aircraft . - Several solar flares
were noted during the month on the records of the 30 me riometer, particularly
between the 18th and 22nd. Comparisons of the times of absorption events at
McMurdo are being made with those at the USSR Mirnyy Station, where a 31.11 me
riometer is in operation.

The 10 me riometer is operating but the data is of questionable use
because of local radio interference.

South Pole Station:

Aurora, Arctic Institute of Noyth America - The patrol spectrograph
and the al1sky camera were put into operation on April 111th, with the twi-
light program starting April 19th. High speed infrared film and 703AF film were
tried in the all-sky camera without success. Th.first aurora was observed on
April 6th and aurora have been observed nearly ever

y day since then. Several
colored auroras and a large corona display have occurred. Fifty colored slides
have been obtained of the aurora forms,
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Geomagmetismg Coast and Geodetic Survey - The values of the mean
absolute magnetic observations for the month of April were:

declination	27029,81
horizontal field	159891 g0
total field	59,0:31 g0
vertical field	569850 g0
dip	74023009

The Ruska magnetograph operated for the entire month. Four days of vario-
graph records were lost because of mechanical troubleo Temperatures in the

variation building have decreased, and an additional heater will be installed
soon. Failure of the Varian magnetometer was corrected by the replacement of
the binary counter but the total field value with the new unit is lower by a
small but constant amount.

lonoaDheric Absorption, National Burepu of StandarAs Satisfactory
riometer operation began on April 22nd with no large absorption events re.
corded. An exchange of data with the Douglas Aircraft Company operating the
riometer program at McMurdo Station has been instituted.

IonsDheric Sounding National Burea of Standards - The C-3
sounder operated satisfactorily throughout the month. Spread echoes are
proving very troublesome. An average of only 12 scaleable hourly values were
obtained each day, and these are often uncertain, Regular E has virtually dis-
appeared below 1 me0 B type sporadics have become quite prevalent during
periods of high absorption 9 and often were the only echoes0

VLF Sitord Un&versity J4ationalBureau_of Standards The re-
cording equipment operated satisfactorily during the month with the first
whistlers recorded on April 1st. An unusual noise below 100 cps with origin
unknown was present the last two weeks of the month 9 reaching quite high
noise levels for short periods.

WjkesStation:

Aurora. Arctic Institute of North Averiea (Australian observer) -
No equipment troubles were encountered during the month,, Only a few aurora
have been observed, and these were quite faint0

Cosmic Ray (Australianrogra) - The neutron monitor operation
has been hampered by liarious electrical problems,
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Geomagnetism. Coast and Geodetic Survey- (Australian observer) - The
magnetographa were kept in continuous operation, and control observations have
been taken weekly. The scaling and processing of records are progressing
routinely.

Ipnpsoherjp Soundims. National Bureau of Standards (Australian
gbserver) The program operated satisfactorily, and a complete month's data
was obtained.

U,S.	ENTISTS AT FOREIGN STATIONS

The U.S. scientist at Mirnyy Station, Matthew Pryor, reports that the
sea tee has thickened nearly enough to permit flagging a trail to Haswell
Island. He is presently waiting for good weather before establishing an em-
ergency shelter and cache on the island. Trips to Haswell and the other off -
shore islands are planned to take place at three-day intervals for maintaining
recording instruments. A preliminary biological survey of the area has been
completed, and ecological work has begun with soil and lake water analyses.
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Temperature, oc
Average
Highest
Lowest

Station Pressure
(inches)

Average
Highest
Lowest

Precipitation (inches)
Snowf.1 (inches)

Prevailing Direction
Average Speed (knots)
Fastest Mile (MPH)

Avc'rage Sky Cover
No. clear days
No. partially cloudy
No. cloudy

No. Days with visibility
less than 1/4 mile

No.. of Radiosondes
Avg. Height of
Radiosondes

No. of RadiouetersondesX
Avg. Height of
Radiouietersondes

No. of Ozonesondes
Avg. Height of

TABLE I CI.JMAT FOR APRIL, 1962

	

Byrd	Ellsworth Hallett	McMurdo	South Pole	Wilkes
Station	Station	Station	Station

	Station	Station

	

.36.2	-25.0	-.20.3	-20.6	-58.1	-13.1

	

-22.1	- 7.5	-1111	- 7.8	-.40.0	- 2.2

	

-54.1	-.46.5	-.2718	-34.4	-71.1	-32.2

Ozonesondes	 --	--	299981	--	209000	-

Al]. figures above have been taken from radio messages and are unconfirmed.
* Sea-level Pressure

** North defined along 00 Greenwich
x Radlometersonde flights taken replaced scheduled radiosonde

flights, in addition to furnishing special
radiation data.
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